
For the first time, we will be watching an even fight between superhuman and artificial 

superintelligence . 

The main character of the story is a family-friendly character, from the poor, simple worker class 

and finally a special force command . 

The script has a realistic view to the future of humanity and superheroes and the working class . 

Legendary Humans get the potential to fight against Super Man. 

Unlike Lucy and Superman, Legendary Humans has the ability to increase and decrease his brain 

and physical power . 

Unlike other superheroes, the legendary Humans is not thinking about saving humanity, but 

seeking redemption. 

For the first time, in the script you see a duel between superhuman and superintelligence . 

In the future episodes, the legendary Humans will have the ability to become all the great 

scientific, epic, cartoon and comedy characters, such as Nikolas Tesla, etc.…. in terms of face or 

personality. 

The purpose of writing the legendary Humans is to create a real superhuman, not an imaginary 

one. 

The script has fewer special effects scenes. 

Unlike other superhumans, Legendary Humans will mostly use his high intelligence to fight and 

solve puzzles . 

Legendary Humans will never kill his human enemies but save them every time. 

Legendary Humans will have a high potentiality in comedy genre due to his ability to transform 

into any character and by copying their movements and voices . 

Due to the ability to transform into any character and by copying the movements and voices 

,Legendary Humans will have a high potentiality in comedy genre   . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hi there  

 I am a novice screenwriter. I have got a complete script in the action genre, practical fiction and 

also two script’s ideas . 

I love screenwriting and I want to work only in this industry. 

Due to the international sanctions on my country, Iran, I am not able to make payments 

internationally, and due to this , most reputable film production companies and their 

representatives are not willing to cooperate with me or read my script. 

I just had the choice to submit my script to free festivals on the fimfreeway website, but their 

continuous delays have discouraged me . 

I am looking for a representative company:  the one  who can read my script. 

please help me find a suitable one! 

 

 


